
Theropod hides are notoriously thick. That makes them tough opponents 

but extremely good mounts. The great majority of foes you face will be 

unable to  damage your saurian steed and riding one will also make 

your legs invulnerable. Very few enemies can slow you down!

I mostly enjoy eating meat but my 
diet includes some plants as well. I 

lay eggs to reproduce and my young 
stay with me until they are grown 

in a loose family unit. I keep to a 
territory which I share with some 

other trusted theropod families.

Theropods can’t be hurt by many things! Their bodies are strong and

things that normally damage people won’t hurt a saurian steed. Sadly that

can also make them hard to care for. If your theropod becomes hurt, normal

healing herbs or magic won’t help very much. You’ll need something stronger.



Theropods have a well developed natural immunity to venoms and

poisons. Their blood is not affected by these maladies the way humans

are. If you’re riding a saurian steed your legs gain this strength too!

You can shrug off any leg hits containing poison or venom.

A theropod has amazing strength which allows it to traverse areas and 

obstacles that would otherwise be impossible for any other kind of bipedal 

creature to cross. Being atop a saurian steed empowers it’s rider to smash 

through some barriers that they would in no way be able to cross on their own.  

Theropod
 means “beast foot

ed” . 

You might think that I only have 

three toe
s but theropod

s have five! 

Three are obvious a
nd pointing 

forward, but one other toe 
points 

backwards and the final toe is
 

reduced to be much smaller.



Theropods are great jumpers! Their method of taking down prey often

relies on their ability to jump on their backs, sometimes as a group,

and attack the vulnerable back of the neck of their victims. Riding a

saurian steed lets you take advantage of this jumping power!

While I am extremely strong, my 
bones are distinct because they are 

thin-walled and hollow. This is not 
a weakness, however. This hollow 

construction contributes to my 
mobility, speed, and most of all my 

ability to jump great heights.

Theropods have an innate ability to resonate with the magic that lies

within Midgard! Because of the land’s connection to it’s patron, the Asir 

Tychasaurus, it’s possible to harness these  energies through both runes and

rituals to imbue a saurian steed with powers that come directly from the gods.  


